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NEW QUESTION: 1
After a SAS program is submitted, the following is written to the SAS log:
105 data january;
106 set allmonths(keep = product month num_sold cost);
107 if month = 'Jan' then output january;
108 sales = cost * num_sold;
109 keep = product sales;
-----22
ERROR 22-322: Syntax error, expecting one of the following:!,
!!, &, *,**, +, -,/, <,< =, <>, =, >, ><, >=,
AND, EQ, GE, GT, IN, LE, LT, MAX, MIN, NE, NG, NL,
NOTIN, OR,
Related Posts=,|,II,
110 run;
A. keep = (product sales);
B. keep product sales;
C. keep = product, sales;
D. keep product, sales;
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ein Techniker hat eine DLL importiert, um ein fehlendes DLL-Problem auf einem PC zu
beheben. Die Anwendung wird weiterhin nicht ordnungsgemäß ausgeführt und meldet, dass
die DLL fehlt. Welches der folgenden Tools würde der Techniker verwenden, um den Import der
DLL abzuschließen?
A. regsrv32
B. gpresult
C. msconfig
D. gpupdate
E. regedit
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two characteristics of the Cisco Business Architecture methodology are true?
A. It supports the client IT department to define the technology architecture.
B. It provides project management of a complex technology deployment
C. It places customer needs and business outcomes first.
D. It aligns to the customer journey.
E. It determine the low-level design for network infrastructure.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Cisco Business Architecture Methodology
The Cisco Business Architecture methodology is a high-level methodology for enhancing the
way that Cisco does business with its customers. It is aligned to the customer journey.
The motivation is to drive larger and more profitable results for customers and Cisco. It
acknowledges the need to work with the business leaders while maintaining Cisco
relationships with technology teams. At its core, the methodology focuses on developing a
business-focused view of the customer enterprise and places their needs and business
outcomes first from a customer-centric perspective.
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